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NEUTRON RESONANCE SPACINGS

■FOR SPHERICAL NUCLEI

F. Schmittroth

ABSTRACT

Theoretical single-partiale level densities are computed for a Woods- 
Saxon potential to estimate average neutron-resonanee spaoings for spherical

nuclei. This average spacing Z^g is a key parameter for neutron-capture 
calculations. Experimental values for ^0^g3 which are evaluated for about 
85 nuclei using recent data3 are used to improve the theoretical estimates. 
Special core is given to the identification of p-wave resonance in these 
evaluations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to compute average neutron-capture cross sections, one must 
know the average spacing between the resonances seen in low energy neutron 

scattering^. In fact, these cross sections are roughly inversely propor

tional to the average neutron-resonance spacing, so that any uncertainty in 
this spacing is directly reflected in the computed cross sections. At low 

energies, most of the resonances are due to s-wave neutrons, and we denote 
the average spacing observed between s-wave resonances by Unfortu

nately, for many fission-product isotopes where theoretical capture cross 

sections are needed, too few neutron resonances have been measured to give 

reliable estimates of If experimental neutron-capture data are avail

able in these cases, may be treated as an adjustable parameter. Other

wise, it is necessary to have some other way to estimate .

There is a long history of theoretical attempts to predict the average 
(2-7)resonance spacing Dq^s . This spacing represents a direct measurement

of the density of levels in the compound nucleus at the neutron binding
energy and plays a fundamental role in nuclear physics. In addition, there

(4 7)have been phenomenological studies ’ of motivated by the require

ments of neutron-capture calculations. In spite of this effort, there are 
large discrepancies in the predicted values of given by various workers
for many isotopes. This is not surprising when one notes that values from 

^obs vary froffi a few eV to many keV. However, even in the cases where

was determined experimentally, there may be large discrepancies among the 
reported values due to poor data or to differing evaluation procedures.
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In this work we have used recent theoretical developments to give im
proved estimates of I0 particular» Strutinsky averaging^applied

to a Woods-Saxon shell-model potential was used t© calculate the average sin
gle-particle level densities. At the same time we have made a literature 
search for experimental data1 f in order to obtain the best possible ex

perimental values for These values were used to test the theoretical
results and to provide phenomenological adjustments to the theoretical pre
dictions ,

We have limited this study to spherical nuclei between copper (Z ~ 29) 

and samarium (Z ~ 62) to reduce the work that a more comprehensive study

would entail and to avoid the theoretical problems associated with deformed
(8 9)nuclei' ® , This region is important for our own neutron capture work.

II. THEORETICAL ESTIMATES OF D ,--------- ------—........ . . ■ ■ , -------- ---- iQfog

A. Level Density Formalism
In this section we present the theoretical basis for our analysis. The

problem is to compute the density of levels in the compound nucleus at an
excitation energy equal to the binding energy of the last neutron. Nearly

all recent theoretical work begins with the independent-particle model of
(23)the nucleus with corrections made for residual interactions . Statistical 

mechanics can then be used to relate the density of levels in the compound
nucleus to the density of states for the individual neutrons and protons (see

(3)for example the work of Gilbert and Cameron whose formalism we follow 

here).

The density of levels in the compound nucleus p(1) is related to the
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single-particle states by

P(E) = (2ir)2jD(a) exp (a-aNN-azZ-oM^H*6E) s (1)

where N, Z, M, and E are the total number of neutrons, the total number of 

protons, the magnetic quantum number, and the energy, respectively. The 

temperature is t = 1/0, while the o/s are appropriate chemical potentials. 
The denominator D(Q) is a Jacobian of Q. The detailed single-particle prop

erties are found in fi, which for the independent-particle model of the 
nucleus, is given by

Q = S + V

and (2)

with a similar expression for Q . The i-sum is over all single-particle 

neutron states. The neutron energies and magnetic quantum numbers are de
noted by and respectively.

In order to arrive at a simple expression for the level density, the 

i-sum in Eq. (2) is replaced by an integral over the single particle level 
density:

i

(3)
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where g^(s,m^) is the density of neutron states with energy e and magnetic

quantum number This "continuous approximation” breaks down for very low
(24) (25)excitation, energies . Rosenzeig has shown there may be errors intro

duced by this approximation even at the higher energies that interest us. 

These effects have never been conclusively observed, however5 and we do not 
consider them further.

After a considerable amount of algebra and a few less significant ap
proximations ? one finds the following expression for the density of levels 
at energy E with spin Jt

P(E*J) (2J+1)
24^/if a3 aK U% exp

r cj+f2'
~2a^ exp (2 V sdJ ) , (4)

This density includes both parities but does not include the (2J+1)

m-degeneracy. The effective excitation energy is U ~ E - P where P is a
(26)phenomenological value for the pairing. A more fundamental approachv is 

to introduce the pairing interaction directly into Eq. (2). However» the 

resulting equations are very complicated. The single-particle level den

sities for neutrons and protons are combined into the single parameter &i

a = ^ + az >

IT2
% = 6 gN * (5)
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where and are the total single-particle densities for neutrons and 

protons, respectively

%(G) - 2 %

h(B) = 2 %C^mz)
mz

(6)

g ~ % + 8Z

The spin-cutoff parameter a is given by

o2 = g <m2> t , (7)

where the nuclear temperature is found from

H (8)

The average square magnetic quantum number is defined by

<m2>g(e) =]T SuCe,^) +I®|gz(^®z)

“n mz
(9)
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Siace s-wave neutrons excite only compound nucleus states with a single 
parity and with spin J =* 1 + 1/2 where i is a nonzero target spin, the oh- 

served s-wave spacing of neutron resonances is related to the density

P(E,J) by

1/Dobs (10)

For 1=0, the only term in the sum is J = B is the neutron bindingi, n
energy. This last equation completes the connection between observed neutron- 
resonance spacings and single-particle level densities.

With the above formulas, the level density p(E) can be computed once 

the level density parameter a_ is known. From Eq. (3)„ it is seen that the 
average single-particle densities and should represent averages over 

an energy region of about 1/0. Strutinsky ' * has given a simple prescrip

tion for averaging shell-model level densities. Although lie used his method 
to find shell-model corrections to liquid-drop energies, it is nonetheless 
suitable for our purposes.

B. -Model Densities
In this section we show how to find and from single-particle 

states generated by a Woods-Saxon potential. The neutrons and protons are 

treated independently throughout so that it is convenient to define a sub
script s to represent neutrons (s = 1) or protons (s = Z).

6



Given a set of neutron and proton single-particle energies (e^ ,

...)» Strutinsky's prescription is to use a Gaussian weighting function

to compute the average level densities

Ss <Vs> - *7 £
i

(11)

where |e£g» s = N,Z|are the neutron and proton Fermi energies, and y defines 

the weighting interval. As expressed here, the i-sum must include any 
single-particle degeneracies.

The actual number of neutrons or protons which correspond to a given 

Fermi energy is found from

(12)
0

A rather annoying systematic dependence of these densities on the 

total atomic mass may be removed by defining a mass independent energy e:

e = hw e (13)

With this

change of variable, Eqs. (11) and (12) become

7



(14)= —i— \ exp* '* ,/Jy Z,
<;fs-\s>2

r2

and

/«
'f s

Ns (£fS) ' : " ' 1 d£ (15)

where

s = e / has , (16a)

for all energies, and

Y = Y / fiw , (16b)

hm^8a * (16c)

C. Calculation of Single-Particle Energies

Since we have restricted our work to the mass region where nuclei are 
spherical, we use a Woods-Saxon potential to calculate the single-particle 
energy eigenvalues | • That is, we find solutions to the single-particle

Schroedinger equation

8



(T + V) eis ^is a?)

where the ^, are the eigenfunctions for a particle bound in a potentialxs
well V(r) with kinetic energy T. (Recall that s = N,Z for neutrons, pro' 
tons.)

(27')
The potential energy for neutrons is given by '

V(r) = ¥ f(r) + ¥ I.s — ~4^ (18a)
v/o so Or dr

where

f(r) = [1 + exp C™--)] 1 (18b)

with

¥ = -51 + 33 (^)
o A

(18c)

¥ = -0.44 ¥so o (18d)

R = r A o y3 r = 1.27 o
(18e)
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and

a = 0.67 , (18£)

For protons, a coulomb potential is added and ¥ becomeso

¥o = ~51 -33 (^~) . (19)

All energy units are in MeV, and lengths are in Fermis.

Figure 1 shows the single-particle energies e. in units of 'Urn forXS
both neutrons and protons. The mass number A used to calculate each differ

ence was determined as follows: The number of neutrons or protons, as the 
case may be, was taken to be the average of the occupation numbers for the 
two successive levels. The line of beta stability was then used to relate 

the mass number A to the number of neutrons or protons.

The above equations were used to find g (ef ) and N (ef ). The occupa-S X s s xs
tion numbers 1 (e,. ), shown in Figure 2 for neutrons, were then used to oh- s n s
tain the level densities g§ as a function of the occupation numbers 1^.
These results, displayed in Figure 3, are expressed in terms of the level 

density parameters and show how the single-particle level densities vary 
with the number of neutrons or protons.

The averaging width y should be typical of the temperature t = i-g 

which appears in Eq. (3). The excitation energies of the compound nucleus

10
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Figure 1. Single Particle Energies for a Woods-Saxon Potential 
(see text for details).
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Figure 2. Neutron Occupation Number Versus the Fermi Energy for a
Strutinsky-Averaged System (y = 0.2 hw).
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are essentially the neutron binding energies, ~ 6 Me?, With a represen

tative value of 15 MeV ^ for the level density parameter a_s we find (Eq,

(8)) t ~ .63 MeV. We have used y = .2dim in our calculations, which corre

sponds to y = 1.7 MeV for mass A ~ 100. Although this y is somewhat larger 

than typical temperatures, we find that a smaller y does not sufficiently 

smooth the levels.

The most striking feature of the single-particle level densities is 
the well-known minima at the magic numbers N - 20, 28, 40, 82, .... Thus, 
nuclei near-magic numbers have very small level densities. Notice also 

that in addition to the sharp minima due to shell effects, there is a grad
ual increase in the level densities with N or Z. This behavior can also be 
explained by the liquid-drop model of the nucleus.

III. EXPERIMENTAL LEVEL DENSITIES

A. Introduction
In the previous section, we presented theoretical estimates for the 

single-particle level densities gg which in turn may be used to compute com

pound-nucleus level densities, and finally, the observed s-wave resonance 
spacing In this section we examine experimental values of As

explained earlier, these values are needed to test and to refine our 

theoretical estimates.

In spite of recent evaluations there are important discrepancies for 

many isotopes as seen in Table I, where we compare our results with those 
of other evaluations. Some of the differences are due to different methods.

14



Table I
Experimental and Theoretical Values for the 

s-wave Resonance Spacing,

Target
Nucleus Benzi m (b)Musgrove B , (c)ba Exp. Theory Ref. 1
29Cu63 1216 813 1060 836-107 553 10 j
29Cu65 1308 1150 1170 1337-284 1502 10
30Zn64 4300 2450 3400 3818-1230 2071 11
30Zn66 6000 4200 5600 3251-869 6340 11
30Zn67 523 671 720 605-258 350 11
31Ga69 336 232 320 323-109 159 11
31Ga71 352 252 190 140-70,9 214 11
SZGe70 3542 1690 2000 1383-248 1684 12
32Ge72 3790 1230 3900 1787-499 1674 12
32Gb73 96 124 77 74.8-10.8 82.2 12

7 4"32Gei 5304 3030 8500 4387-1180 3349 12
32Ge76 3489 6270 8000 5430-1490 6738 12 J
33AS75 74 60.3 87.3 75.4-16.3 67.4 11
34Se74 1628 629 200 353-97.5 329 13
34Se76 1237 1950 1200 954-182 944 13
34S677 100 140 150 89.8-11.5 37.6 13
34Se/5 1141 2650 4500 2540-300 1875 13
34Se80 5598 3110 1600 2902-1650 4632 13 1
34Se82 2927 15300 6900 9136-2300 38300 13 i
35Br79 45.2 48.4 61 63.1-17.5 45.9 11
35Br81 90 56.3 52 103-54.4 129 11
37Rb85 127 72.7 1100 308-186 272 1

11 s
37Kb87 1319 1220 1800 503^-390 2150 ii i
38Sr84 425 367 350 440-109 672 ii
38Sr86 2167 2470 2100 1375-362 3827 ii
SSSr87 308 301 210 324-87.2 345 ii
38Sr88 7000 21100 12000 47010-13400 18270 ii
39Y89 2505 1990 1600 3478-779 1745 ii
40Zr90 6254 6850 3300 5282-995 6572 14
40Zr91 572 646 250 507-111 317

15



Table I {continued)
Target J
Nucleus 1 Benzi Musgrove Baba ixp. Theory Ref.
40Zr92 ! 3286 2890 3400 2300-775 3178 15
402r94 3982 3410 3300 5689-3130 2018 15
40Zr96 j 4117 2930 1100 1136-324 1609 11
411b93 87 122 36.0 89.7-16.0j 101 11
42Mo95 95 82.2 100 114-35.2 127 18
42Mo96 907 1340 1200 1387-597 1313 16
42M097 75 91.2 120 77.5-17.7 62.9 16
42Mo98 1156 1010 790 1019-112 1021 16
42MoiUy 1561 1200 400 1339-1040 1253 16
44Ru" 28.6 25.0 200 34.6-4.52 36.9 17
44Ru1Ui 17 13.8 15 18.3-3.80 11.5 17
44RuiU4 662 784 285-81.0 679 17
45KhAUJ 33 27.3 10.3 27.4-3.07 27.9 11

9.55 12.8 11.1 10.1-1.60 3.62 11
,,, 10747Ag 21 11.8 50 32.2-8.45 15.5 18
/7a 10947Ag 19 11.8 19.1 19.5-2.54 20.9 18
48Cdm 30 33.9 34 32.4-7.03 28.8 11
48Cd11J 25.9 22.7 27 25.2^3.65 45.3 11
491niiJ 7.32 5.68 7.1 23.9-5.08 15.0 19

9.14 5.74 9.5 11.6-.996 24.0 19
50SnX1/ 57 20.0 65.0 57.2-15.3 88.2 11
50Snil8 1051 1100 730 614-192 1250 11
50Sn119 77 93.8 62.0 179^25.7 114 11
50Sni2u 1531 593 290 799-577 1807 11
SOSn172 2116 1100 9886-3780 3008 11
513b121 9.6 12.5 13 13.7-1.65 11.5 11
51SbiZJ 34 27.1 30 23.9-6.03 19.8 11
52TeiZZ 195 120 130 132-16.0 102 20
SZTe123 19 24.0 33 26.3-4.07 13.5 20 j
52Te124 499 293 147-12.5 199 20 |

16



Table I (continued)—i r i
Target
Nucleus Benzi Musgrove Baba Exp. Theory IRef.
52Te125 48 54.9 46 37.8-2,73 18.6
52Tei2b 741 936 207-20.0 475 20
52Te128 2250 1930 263-33.4 1477 20
52Te1JU 6290 5610 5700 872-147 8400 20
53IiZ/ 13 12.1 19 14.7-2.44 6.31 11
5311Z9 27.1 21 26.1-6.66 21.7 11
54Xe129 34 10.9 38.2-10.7 10.7 21
54Xem 34 25.0 31 39.2-7.62 25.0 21
55CS133 22 18.5 20.7 20.2-3.32 18.4 11
SSCs136 272 71.7-12.9 258 22
56BaiJi 45 34.9 35 37.1-9.37 31.0 11

13756Ba 214 215 460 522-312 763 11
C-,T 13857La 39 30.0 41 35.7-7.58 38.5 11
57LaT39 484 257 110 312-45.8 362 19
59Pr141 114 75.5 83.8 63.9-10.4 68.6 11
60Ndi4z 2340 781 415-53.6 957 20
60Nd143 34 27.9 19 32.0-2.39 22.0 20

\£i£l60Nd 677 225 537-71.3 739 20
bONd1^5 24.1 24.3 25 18.9-1.10 20.4 20
60Nd146 370 184 211-24.9 354 20
60Ndi48 217 138 72.0-6.86 104 20
62SmX4/ 6.5 3.96 7.9 8.18-1.43 6.44 11
62Sm149 3.1 1.67 3.22 2.88-.345 .795 11

(a) Ref. 7
(b) Ref. 4
(c) Ref. 5
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Musgrove ’ , for example, has used neutron-capture results to some extent to
provide indirect values of D ^ . On the other hand, Baba^, whose tech

nique is close to ours, relies strongly on data from BNL-325, data which are 

already outdated for many cases.

(4)

Data Analysis

To find the average resonance spacing from observed resonances,

one often introduces the stair-step function N (E) defined as the numberexp
of resonances below the energy E. The average spacing may then be found by

(23)minimizing the following integral ;

A (20)

where

t.(E) - <E-Ep) / Dobs . (21)

One can allow both and D^g to vary, although we have set = E^ = 0
in most cases. In a few cases, where it was obvious that due to experimental

reasons low energy resonances were missed, we fixed E at some nonzero valueo
to exclude the region of missed resonances. More frequently, resonances are 

missed at higher energies. This effect is usually very noticeable in a 

graph of N (E), and for each isotope we have selected 1, to exclude these€sXp
high energy regions. Figure 4 shows a typical staircase plot with a fitted

18
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straight line M(l). The actual fitting was done by a computer search code 
called STEPIT.

C. Elimination of p-Wave Resonances

We have defined to be the s-wave resonance spacings and it is

therefore important to eliminate any p-wave resonances that may be counted. 
Except for isotopes near a maximum in the p-wave strength function^ p-wave 
resonances are so small that they often are completely undetected. Except 

for those cases where experimenters made specific £- assignments for reso
nances , we have eliminated p-waves by a method due to Bollinger and Thomas 
A probability that a resonance is a p-wave is computed on the basis of 
its size. Then if P^ is greater than 1/2 it is taken to be a p-wave and is 
discarded. is computed from

(28)

Pp <gr
d ' 1 + aiJ<gInl>

<grno> exp
grn

<§rnl> <grtr (22)

where gF is the usual statistical factor g times the neutron width F . The n n
average s-wave and p-wave neutron widths may be found from their respective 
strength functions 5^ and and from the s-wave spacing

<grno> obs So (23a)

<8lnl> A (kr> “obs S1 (23b)
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The penetration factor (kr) is approximately

-7 %
v^(kr) r 10 A E, eV. (24)

In most cases, fortunately, precise values of S , S., and D , are noto i obs
needed to decide whether or not is larger than 1/2. Rough initial guesses

were made for Dq^s while the strength functions, Sq and S^, were obtained by
(14 29 30)interpolating from known values * ’

D. Uncertainties

In order to have meaningful experimental values for D , , we must ex-oos
amine the uncertainties involved. The uncertainties associated with D ,

obs
fall into two categories: 1) errors due to poor quality data, and 2) sta

tistical fluctuations of the resonance spacings. Errors of the first type 

include items like undetected resonances, incorrect identification of s- 

and p-wave resonances, and resonances associated with the wrong isotope for 
elements with several naturally-occurring isotopes. Statistical errors be

come smaller, of course, if a larger number of resonances and hence their 

spacings, have been measured.

Although we used the more complicated procedure described above to 

determine D0^g» a simple average is easier to analyze for uncertainties.

Let denote the energies of N resonances and take DQ^g to be an average
of the 1-1 spacings:

obs
1

1-1
1-1
2 <Ei+rV (25a)

21



1
N-l (VEi> ast)

An unbiased estimate of the variance of the spacings “ (E^+^-E,) is

1-1
SD = N-2 2 (Di"Dobs^2 

i-1

where DQbs is estimated from Eq. (25). The variance of this estimate for 

®obs t^en 8^ven by

a2
D

1 2 1-1 SD

N-l
(N-2) (1-:,

i-1

(Ei+rEi-Dobs)2 (27)

All of our experimental uncertainties for D^s are given as one standard 
deviation, D , + a_

Based on the Wigner distribution of nearest-neighbor spacingss a theo
retical estimate of the variance due to statistical fluctuations can be

(23)given for spin-zero target nuclei, namely

SD ’ °-273 “obs ' (28>

We have compared this value with experimental values by computing

22



for about 20 even-even nuclei. The experimental values average to about 

(3^ / Dokg)2 ~ 0.43j which indicates that roughly half the variance is due 

to statistical fluctuations and half is due to the quality of data. Re-
/oi\cently, the Columbia group has measured resonances in lu166 to very high

accuracy. It is gratifying to note that (S„ / D , )2 ~ 0.27 for the first
i) obs

25 resonances in agreement with the theoretical value.

The source of data^^ for the Te and Nd isotopes gave evaluated values 

for along with the number of resonances used rather than individual

resonance energies. To estimate errors for these isotopes, we assumed, some

what arbitrarily, that

<SD ; Dobs)2 = ‘6 * (30)

Our evaluated values and uncertainties for are given in Table 1.

In the next section we compare these values with theoretical estimates.

IV. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AMD 
EXPERIMENTAL LEVEL-DENSITY PARAMETERS

A. Preliminary Comparison

With the aid of the formalism discussed in Section II, we can compare 
the experimental values for D^g with the theoretical values for the level 

density parameter a_. For each value of D^g, Eqs. (4,7,8 and 10) were
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solved for the level density parameter a with the aid of
routine STEFIT. This procedure was carried out for each 

a set of experimental level-density parameters aexp* We 
this relation by

the computer search 
isotope and defines 

formally represent

aexp aexp (31)

By the same means, asymmetrical errors for a areexp defined by

a +exp - aexp <DobS ± 0D> (32)

These experimental level-density parameters are given in Table II along 
with values for the binding energies and the required pairing energies P.

(3)The latter were taken from Gilbert and Cameron * s workl , Values for the 
average of the square magnetic quantum number <(m2)> needed to compute the 

spin-cutoff parameter a (Eq. 7) were obtained from

<m2> %0.146 A (33)

(3) (32)a result given by Gilbert and Cameron and derived by Jensen and Luttinger
(33)It has been argued that Eq. (33) should be modified. However> the de

tailed neglect of the pairing interaction casts doubt on any formula of this 
type. In any case, the main effect of changing this relation would be to 
renormalize the a^^. Partly for this reason, small systematic discrep
ancies of a between various evaluations should not be considered signif- exp
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Table 11

Values for the Level-Density Parameter a. Deduced from 

Experimental Resonance Spacings,
Target Nucleus Spin Bn (cPairing Energies i) a' ex]J «

29Cu63 3/2 7.9159 0 8.30 ^ • 16
.14

29Cu65 3/2 7.0604 0 8.59 ^ .30
.23

30Zn64 0 7.9881 1.06 8.94 ^ .51
.36

30Zn66 0 7.0534 1.06 10.40 ^ .48
.35

30Zn67 5/2 10.2024 2.56 8.76 * .67
.42

31Ga69 3/2 7.6422 0 9.82 ^ .52
.37

31Ga71 3/2 6.5197 0 12.57 * 1.11
.63

32Ge70 0 7.4154 1.36 11.70 ^ .31
.26

32Ge72 0 6.7853 1.36 12.48 * .57
.42

32Ge73 9/2 10.1969 3.24 12.52 ^ .23
.19

32Ge74 0 6.4859 1.36 11.34 t .47 
. 36

32Ge76 0 6.0321 1.36 12.16 ^ .60
.45

33As75 3/2 7.3262 0 12.29 * .35
.28

34Se74 0 8.0255 1.43 13.02 ^ .51 
• 38

34Se76 0 7.4154 1.43 12.55 * .35
.28

34Se77 1/2 10.4909 2.90 12.54 ^ .20
.17

34Se78 0 6.9717 1.43 11.79 ^ .21
• 18

34Se80 0 6.7144 1.43 12.09 ^ 1.49
.76

34Se82 0 5.9900 1.43 11.57 ^ .54
.41
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fable II (continued)
Pairing EnergiesTarget Nucleus

7.8789 11.83

35Br81 11.56

+ 1.078.6374

+ 2.406.1306 11.52

11.85

8.4372

38 Sr 8 7 11.1005

38Sr88 6.3924

39189 6.8691

40Zr90 7.1940 10.12

40Zr91 8.6403 10.34

6.7497 12.21
9* 1.376.4675 11.25

5.5756 16.56

12.03

42Mo95

+ 1.0042Mo96 6.8161 13.17

42Mo97 8.6422 14.39

42Mo98 5.9187 16.04
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Table II (continued)

Target Nucleus Spin Bn Pairing Energies (a) a, exp.
42Mol00 0 5.3901 1.28

I""'
,, + 3.5817-U - 1.30

44Ru99 5/2 9.6711 2.57 13.77!

44Ru101 5/2 9.2161 2.22 14.98 t - f0

44Ru104 0 5.9765 1.28 18'73- it

45Rhl03 1/2 7.0020 0 15.81 + •??
• aLo

46Pdl05 5/2 9.5474 2.59 16.07 + 'I9,
. 24

47Agl07 1/2 7.2756 0 15.08 ! 't9

47Agl09 1/2 6.8240 0 16.85 t

48Cdlll 1/2 9.3996 2.50 15.86!

48Cdll3 1/2 9.0479 2.68 17 53 "**
- .28

49lnll3 9/2 7.3114 0 1.3.93 ! ;38

49Inll5 9/2 6.7244 0 i6-nt il

50Snll7 1/2 9.3310 2.34 14'83 - :538

50Snll8 0 6.4810 1.19 15.60 !

50Snll9 1/2 9.1100 2.43 13.60 !

50Snl20 0 6.1812 1.19 16 06 + 3,1316-06 - 1.13

50Snl22 0 5.9319 1.19 ,o + 2.9513,06 - 1.07

5lSbl21 5/2 6.7982 0 + 21 i6*i° - :S

2?



Table II (continued
Pair iniTarget Nucleus

6.4316 15.78

S2Tel22 17.27

52Iel23 9.4084 16.51

52Tel24 18.05

52Tel25 9.0924 15.87

52Tel26 6.3139 18.25

52Tel28 6.1169 18.41

52Tel30 5.8954 16.59

531127 6.7971 16.06

531129 6.9384 15.52

9.2599 15.69

8.9323

55Csl33 6.7049 15.55

55Csl38 8.6114 11,88

56Bal35 9.2314 14.81

56Bal37 8.5414 12.14

57Lal38 8.7834 12.58

5.0004 19.68

5.8534 15,77
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Table II (continued)
Target Nucleus Spin Bn Pairing Energies ^ aexp •

60Ndl42 0 6.1004 1.18 !7.83 * .29
.26

60M143 7/2 7.8294 1.94 16.70 ^ .15
.13

60W144 0 5.7434 1.18 18.48 ^ .33 
© 28

6014145 7/2 7.5614 2.10 18.94 * .12
.11

6014146 0 5.2874 1.18 22.59 ^ .33
.29

6014148 0 5.0414 1.18 26.81 * .30
.26

6014150 0 5.4054 1.18 23.57 ^ .24
.22

62Sml47 7/2 8.1424 2.14 19.01 ^ .38
.31

62Sml49 7/2 7.9824 2.21 21.86 * .27
.24

(a) Ref. 3
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leant.

The values for ag are plotted versus the target mass number A is Fig

ure 5 to show their overall 'behavior. The striking dips at (A+l) 90 and

140 may be readily correlated with dips is the theoretical neutron and pro

ton level-density parameters shown in Figure 3, the first dip corresponding 
to 1 = 50 and Z ~ 40, the second corresponding to N = 82. Also, the lowest 

values in the range A = 110 - 125 are due to indium and tin isotopes which 
are near the Z - 50 dip in a ,

Because the level-density parameter a_ depends on both II and Z (Eq. 5), 

it is awkward to compare theoretical and experimental values on a plot like 
Figure 5. Instead, in figure 6, we plot the differences

ha th aexp (34)

where is the theoretical value. Straight lines are used to connect all 

the isotopes for each element. In view of the fact that no parameters have 
been adjusted, the agreement is good; that is, Aa is small. Nevertheless, 
ia addition to fluctuations of about + 1 Me? the theory is systematically 

low (Aa <0), especially sear A t 115. Because of approximations, such as 

the neglect of residual interactions, and problems5 such as the difficulty 
in estimating the spin-cutoff parameter, these systematic discrepancies are 
not surprising.

B, Adjustment of Theoreti dues

In order to provide the best estimates of minor adjustments of
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the theoretical estimates for and were made with the computer program 

STEPIT by minimizing the function

ath(1)-aexp(i)
2

a
i

The sum is over all isotopes for which we obtained an experimental value

a with standard deviation a.. The adjusted theoretical value for the exp x

i-th isotope is given by

2
(35)

athCi) = Fn(N) aN(N) + FZ(Z) a^Z) (36)

where the adjustment functions F„ and F_ are smooth functions near theJN Z
value 1 for all M and Z. Several functional forms for the F's were tried. 

The following form worked as well as any:

rs(i) cOS
3
n
k-l

1 + Cks (37)

where _s designates neutrons or protons and i is the respective number of 
neutrons i or protons Z. The 20 constants Cog, C^g, and G^g were ad

justed to minimize x2 determined by Eq. (35). Actually, to prevent very 

local adjustments to a^, the G^g were set equal to 2 even though smaller 

values gave a slightly better fit.

These final values, given in Table 111 and used with Eqs. (36) and
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Table 111

Parameters for Adjusting the Theoretical 
Level Density Parameter, a^

Neutrons Protons Neutrons Protons Neutrons Protons

co 1.29 1.04

ci 0.351 0.053 M1 40.5 32.9 Gx 2.0 2.0

C2 -.223 -.244 M2 54.3 44.8 G2 2.0 2.0

C3 -.366 -.163 85.6 53.3 ^3 2.0 2.0
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(3?), represent our best prescription for estimating the level density pa

rameter a,. The differences between these adjusted values and the experi

mental values are shown in Figure 7. Although it is awkward to display 

errors on this figure, it is gratifying to note that many of the large dis

crepancies are correlated with large experimental uncertainties. There are 

some notable exceptions; for example, the tellurium and neodymium isotopes.

Theoretical estimates for Do^s were computed from our adjusted values 

for the level density parameter a and are compared to experimental values 

in Table I.

C. Error Estimates

In this section we give a quantitative measure of the errors in the 

theoretical values for In general, these errors are large enough

that the usual description, D ± a^, appropriate for a normal distribution,

is wrong. In the Appendix, the entire problem of assigning asymmetrical
(+)

errors of the form Did is discussed in detail.

Basically, we assume that the variables = ln(Dt^) - In(f^) are 

normally distributed with mean value zero where and Dx;» represent the 

theoretical and experimental values of Do^s for the i-th isotope, respec

tively. Because of the fitting procedures used to determine the theoret

ical level density parameters a^, the differences, a^ - a^, should be 

distributed about zero, see Figure 7. It follows that the have a mean 

value of zero.
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Figure 7



An estimate for the variance of the is given by

°x = N-l ^ [ln(Dti^ " ln(Dxi)J2’

where the sum is over all isotopes. Now define a new variable 8^ by

6^ = e x

exp
N5^1 £ InhD^/D^)■n

Since a is the standard deviation for x. = ln(D .) - ln(D 8 is a x i tx xi D
corresponding factor for the ratio Dti/Dxi* In other words, 0^ is the 

factor by which the theoretical and experimental level spacings are likely 

to differ at the usual one-sigma confidence limit.

For the isotopes in this work, we find 6^ = 1.87. For comparison and

(3)using the prescription of Gilbert and Cameron , we recalculated the {D^} 

for all the isotopes. These values of {D^} lead to 0^ = 2.31, a value 

considerably larger than our own.

V. SUMMARY

Experimental neutron resonance spacings were evaluated for over 80 

spherical nuclei (29 _< Z £ 62). A partly phenomenological and partly theo

retical prescription was used to estimate these spacings to within a factor
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of 0^ ~ 1.9. This factor compares to a value of 0^ « 2.3 obtained for these

same nuclei with the older formula of Gilbert and Cameron (3)

Finally, we wish to point out that there are exceptions to our assump
tion that all the nuclei in the region studied are spherical. Xe124 is 

deformed, for example. The parameter adjustments probably overcome this 

difficulty to some extent. Nevertheless, any results obtained for deformed 
nuclei in this region should be used with extra caution.
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APPENDIX A

Statistical Variables of the Form exp (aa)
A. Introduction

Many statistical parameters associated with neutron cross sections 

are always positive, Unless the variance of these parameters is small so 

that the confidence limits associated with normal distributions are appro

priate, it is not obvious how to express confidence limits. Suppose, for 

example, that the average resonance spacing D is expressed as

D = D ± Q_o D (Al)

at the one-sigma confidence limit. Since D is always positive, these limits 

are clearly meaningless for > Dq.

The computation of dose rates in reactor shielding provides another 

example. Roughly speaking, the attenuation of radiation through a shield 
of thickness x gives a dose rate

DR « S exp(-jjx). (A2)

Uncertainties in the dose rate, a quantity which is always positive, arise 

from uncertainties in both the radiation source strength S and the attenu

ation factor p.

An intuitive way to treat a positive variable D is to use logarithms 

to define a new statistical variable d:

A-l



d = ln(D) (A3)

Superficially at least, since d is not restricted to positive values, it 

makes more sense to apply the statistics of a normal distribution to d than

to D. The confidence limits of D may then be expressed in terms of confi
dence limits for d:

(A4)

The (±) superscript on ^ makes the asymmetrical nature of these limits 

explicit.

We focus our attention on three problems in the following sections:
1) For what physical quantities are the results appropriate?

2) How are confidence limits for functions of several variables 
combined?

3) How are these limits most conveniently expressed?

B. Formal Properties

Define a positive statistical variable A by

A(a) = exp(aa) CAS)

where (C^ >0) and a are constants, and & is another statistical variable. 

We now make a key assumption. Assume that the variable a is normally

A-2



2distributed with mean value a and variance a . This assumption, together 

with Eq. (A5), completely specifies the statistical properties of A; whether 

or not A is a good representation for a particular physical variable depends 

on the particular variable involved.

We have already noted the following property of A:

A > 0 . (A6)

We now find the mean value of A defined by

<A>
©5
A f dAA da , (A?)

where is the distribution function for A. Since a is normally distri

buted, its distribution function is

fa exp 1
2

21
a-a

CAS)

We note in passing:

fA
da
dA fa

By the technique of completing the square, we find

(A9)
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<A> exp(aa) exp

exp(aa) exp

1
2 da.

da.

A(a) exp (A10)

The most probable value of A (denoted by A^) is given by

dA
(All)

It is straightforward to show

A = A(a - so )P a

= A(a) exp [• (A12)

A general picture (Figure Al) of the distribution function, f , for AA
may be formed by noting

Ap < A (a) < <A> , (A13)

A-4

and that (see Eqs. AS and A9)
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Figure Al. The Distribution Function
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0 (A14)fA

for A = 0 and A = oo

Next, we find the variance a7 for A:A

= < A2 > - < A>2 (A1S)

2The calculation for <A > is similar to that for <A> » and we obtain

<( A ^ - A (a) - exp j^2(aaa)2 j » (A16)

to f ind

| exp ^ (aoa)2] - 1 | <A>2.
(Al?)

C. Confidence Limits
A main purpose here is to find a convenient representation for the con

fidence limits of A. We start from the fact that the one-sigma confidence 

limits for a are given by

a - a < a < a + aa a (A18)

Since an element of probability may be expressed as

dp = f da = f dA ,A (A19)

both the left and right-hand sides of the following equation represent the

A-6



same fraction of the total probability:

a + a A (a + a )

f da f. dA (A20)

a - a A(a-a )

Therefore, the following confidence limits for A represent precisely the 

same limits as those given by Eq. (A18):

A(a-a ) < A < A(a+a )a a
(A21)

A convenient way to express these results is by

A(a)e. < A < 0A A(a) (A22)

where

0 = exp (aO ) . (A23)•A &

In other words, A is given by A (a) to within a factor of at the same con

fidence level for which a_ is given by a ± o .cL

To make these ideas more useful, we want to relate 0^ directly to the 

2variance a“. In this way, one does not have to seek an underlying variable
A,



First, we combine Eqs. (A10) and (Al?) to find

exp^(aoa)2j-1 l expj\aaa)2J A2 (a) (A24)

In principle, given a / A(a), one can compute (ao ) and hence 8,.
A a A

Instead, we define a variable, R, by

aA ~ R A(a) (eA-l) . (A25)

Numerical calculations show that the value of R satisfies

.92 < R < 1.1 (A26)

for

1 < eA < 2,5 , (A27)

To within 10%, R i 1 for all values of 0^ likely to be encountered. In 

any real case, this error will likely be unimportant so that

aA t A(a) (9A -1) (A28)

Given the variance a,. one can find confidence limits fromA

9A ~ 1 + A(a) (A29)
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The confidence limits, as expressed by the Inequality (A22), may be rewritten

as

A (a) - < A < A (a) + (A30)

where

(A31a)

and

1+a^/A (a)
1 (A31b)

D. Uncertainties For More Than One Variable

In this section, we discuss how to find uncertainties in (A + B) and 

(A x B) where A and B are two independent variables of the type considered 
here.

First consider products:

P = A x B (A32)

With notation similar to the previous sections, we have
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exp [aa] x Cg exp [gb]P =

= CA CB exp [aa+gb] , (A33)

where a and b are normally distributed. This product has the same form as 
A and B, namely

P = Cp exp (c) » (A34)

9
where c = cta+gb. If a and b are normally distributed with variance a anda

2
0^ respectively} c is normally distributed with variance

oj = (acf )2 + (Be,)2 .c a b

The 0-factor for P is therefore

\[Qp ^ exp | j (aa^)2 -f (gOg)2fl-

The variance for P may be approximated by Eq, (A28)

a2 t P2(c) (0p-l)2 ,

(A3 5)

(A36)

(A3 7)

where
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C^Cg exp(aa+Bb)

= A(a) x B(b) (A38)

Sext consider sums:

S = A + B. (A39)

We just noted that the product P = A x B has the same exponential form as A 

and B. However, the sum S does not. Nevertheless, the variance of S is 
still given by

a 2
S (A42)

which is a general property of the variance for independent variables. To 

the extent for which the exponential form gives a valid approximation for

the distribution of S, a 8-Factor 8 can be obtained from c by Eq. (A,29).b S

E. Use and Summary

For positive statistical variables which may be adequately represented 
by functions of the form

A = exp(aa) (A43)



where a is normally distributed, we have shown how to conveniently express 

confidence limits by the concept of a 6-factor. In this representation,

uncertainties are expressed in terms of a multiplicative factor 6 , ratherA
than the usual plus and minus notation. We might say, for example, that an 
experimental neutron flux is known to within a factor of 1.3 as compared 
to saying it is known to within plus or minus 30%.

As a further illustration of these ideas, we show that our results 

agree with those given by a normal distribution for small a /A. Thus,A
variables which are described by a normal distribution do not have to be 
considered separately if their uncertainties are small.

To the extent that the approximation Eq. (A28) is valid, Eq. (A31)
(+)shows that the upper uncertainty is identical to the standard devia

tion os^. For a normal distribution, 0^ gives both the upper and lower 
uncertainties at the one-sigma confidence level, fox 1 + 0K/k(a) z 1,
Eq. (A31) also shows that the lower uncertainty agrees with the results of 
a normal distribution: ^ ; 0^, finally, fro®, the properties discussed

in Section B, it can be shown that the mean value and most probable value
coincide, dA)> 3 A , for 0 /A(a) small.P A

So far, only distributions defined by A - exp(aa) have been con
sidered. Our results can be extended to the more general form

A - CA exp [ f (a) ] (A44)

if £(a) may be approximated by a Taylor expansion. It is straightforward

A-12



to show that the variance of f is given by

= <f2>-<fy , (A45)

oj + (higher order terms), (A46)

where the variance of a is

2 / 2 x / \ 2a = <a > - \a>
cl

(A47)

Hence9 the 0-Factor becomes

6A
dfexp da 0a (A48)

As an example of this last result, consider an approximate form for 
the average resonance spacing D:

Since we have

then

D = C exp jf-2 /aU J (A49)

f (a) = -2 v'alJ , (A50)

0p = exp [h (A51)

A-l 3
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